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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we reported a synergistic effect of boron nitride nanosheets (BNNSs) with graphene in the
3D BNNSs/graphene framework (BGF) on the enhancement of thermal conductive properties of
polyamide-6 (PA6) composites. The 3D BGF was self-assembled by embedding BNNSs into 3D graphene
framework (GF). And the PA6 composites were obtained by in-situ polymerization of PA6 chains in the
pores of the 3D framework. The thermal conductivity (TC) of PA6 composites with BGF (1.6 wt% BNNS/
6.8 wt% graphene) was improved to 0.891 W$m�1$K�1. This value indicated that additional introduction
of 1.6 wt% BNNSs could increase the TC up to 87.6% and 350% compared with the composites containing
6.8 wt% 3D GF (0.475 W$m�1$K�1) and neat PA6 (0.196 W$m�1$K�1), respectively. The high efficiency of
BNNSs on the TC enhancement could be attributed to the factors including the unobstructed 3D thermal
conductive paths constructed by BNNSs, and the morphology-promoted synergistic effect between
BNNSs and graphene nanosheets.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Thermal conductive polymeric composites have attracted much
attention because of their broad applications in electronic, high-
temperature dielectric and energy storage devices [1,2]. Quite a
few of methods were carried out to obtain the composites with
high thermal conductive properties [3]. Careful revision can be
found that the most fundamental strategy embodied in these
methods is to construct unobstructed thermal conductive paths in
the polymer matrix. For example, a common method to enhance a
polymer's thermal conductivity (TC) is to blend it with high-TC
fillers such as metal or ceramic particles [4]. With the increasing
of the amount of filler, the thermal conductivity of composites
increased slowly until the filler fraction reached a percolation
threshold where a rapid increase in conductivity started. Fillers had
to form a random close-packed structure to maximize a pathway or
network for heat conduction through the polymer matrix. How-
ever, the large amount of fillers required to exceed the percolation
peng@shu.edu.cn (P. Ding).
threshold can not only deteriorate the superior performance of
polymer matrix such as electrical and optical properties, but may
also significantly increase the material cost [5]. Therefore, it is a
challenge and a hot topic to improve their thermal conductive ef-
ficiency or reduce the amount of fillers [6].

Layered inorganic nanomaterials, such as graphene and BNNSs,
were proved to be a good choice to set up a thermal conductive
path due to their high TC and large aspect ratio [7e9]. For example,
Yu et al. [10] regulated aspect ratio of the graphite nanoplatelets
(GNP, ~5 vol%) from 3 to 200 and finally obtained the epoxy
nanocomposites with the TC up to 1.45 W$m�1$K�1. A recent work
by Ganguli et al. [11] revealed that a 55% (0.30 W$m�1$K�1) in-
crease of TC had been reached in the compositewith a 2 wt% silane-
treated GNPs dispersed in epoxy matrix. While the TC further
enhanced by 28-fold (5.8 W$m�1$K�1) when the GNPs loading was
up to 20 wt%. In this case, the aforementioned problems still exist,
especially that when the filler content is high, it is very difficult to
uniformly disperse these layered fillers in polymer composites
[12,13]. Though the filler's aggregation could be avoided to a certain
degree by surface modification, the excessive modification would
destroy the lamellar structure and thus reduce the effects of the
fillers on TC enhancement [14e17]. So recently, the combined use of
hybrid fillers was proposed as one solution for improve the thermal
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conductive efficiency in polymer composites [18e21]. Yu et al. [22]
reported that the TC of the grease composites containing 63 vol %
alumina was 2.7 W$m�1$K�1; and the TC enhanced by 28% (to
3.45 W$m�1$K�1) after further compounded with 1 wt% graphene.
Another work by Tsai et al. [23] blended functionalized BN and
glycidy-methacrylate-grafted graphene with polyimide (PI) to
fabricate a thermal conductive PI composites. TC increased from
0.13 W$m�1$K�1 of neat PI to 2.21 W$m�1$K�1 of thermal
conductive PI composites. Our group also studied the effect of the
BN and graphene hybrid fillers on the TC improvement in polymeric
composites and proposed a morphology-promoted synergistic ef-
fect between graphene and BN nanolayers [18].

In the present work, we further demonstrated a synergistic ef-
fect of BN nanosheets (BNNSs) with graphene in a 3D framework on
the enhancement of thermal conductive of PA6 composites. The 3D
BN/graphene framework (BGF) was obtained by assemble BNNSs
and graphene oxide (GO) with the hydrothermal reduction and
freeze-drying process. PA6/BGF (PBGF) composites were prepared
by the in-situ “grafting to” strategy, in which the PA6 chains were
covalently grafted on the 3D framework. The TC of PA6 composites
with BGF (1.6 wt% BNNS/6.8 wt% graphene) was improved to
0.891W$m�1$K�1. This value indicated that additional introduction
of 1.6 wt% BNNSs could increase the TC up to 87.6% and 350%
compared with the composites containing 6.8 wt% 3D graphene
(0.475W$m�1$K�1) and neat PA6 (0.196W$m�1$K�1), respectively.
As far as we know, the synergistic effect of BNNSs and graphene in a
hybrid 3D framework has not been observed previously. The ob-
tained polymeric materials could be applied in thermal interface
Fig. 1. Schematic of the synthesis procedure of PBGF composites. Images of BNN
materials, polymer dielectrics, and other high-performance ther-
mal management system [1].

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Natural graphite flakes were purchased from Qingdao Jinrilai
Co., Ltd. (Qingdao, China). Concentrated sulfuric acid (98.0% H2SO4),
potassium permanganate (KMnO4), hydrogen peroxide (30% H2O2),
hydrochloric acid (HCl), formic acid (85% HCOOH) were obtained
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. h-BN power (1 mm),
Dimethyl formamide (DMF, 99%), ε-caprolactam and 6-
aminocaproic acid were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co.,
Ltd. All the agents were used as receivedwithout further treatment.

2.2. Preparation of GO and BNNSs

The preparation process of BNNSs, BGFs and PBGFs composites
was shown in Fig. 1. First, BNNSs were prepared by solution exfo-
liation of the BN powderwith a tip-type sonication process which is
a widely-used method [24,25]. In a typical procedure, 1 g h-BN
powderwas dispersed in 40mL DMF, and then vigorously sonicated
for 10 h using a tip-type sonicationmachine (Bilon 1000Y, Shanghai
Bilon Instrument Manufacturing Co., Ltd). After sonication, the
solution was centrifuged for 30 min at 1500 rpm by a fractional
centrifugation (TGL-10C, Shanghai Anting Scientific Instrument
Factory, China). The BNNSs peeled away from h-BN powder were
Ss and GO solutions, BNNSs/graphene hydrogel, BGF and PBGF composites.
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dispersed in whitish supernatant (~0.22 mg/mL). The resultant
whitish supernatant was centrifuged for another 30 min at
10000 rpm. Finally, one unit of BNNSs of approximately 8.8 mg was
obtained after removing the transparent supernatant solvent. GO
was prepared from graphite powder using the pressurized oxida-
tion method reported elsewhere [26]. In a typical procedure,
graphite powder (5 g), KMnO4 (25 g) and concentrated sulfuric acid
(250 mL) were sealed in a Teflon autoclave (500 mL) and
completely cooled down at 0e4 �C. Then reacted at 80 �C for 1.5 h,
the obtained mud was poured in deionized water (1000 mL). After
the solution cooled to room temperature, H2O2 solution was
dropwise added into the solution (until no bubbles form) to
neutralize residual oxidizing agents. The obtained GO was acid-
washed for several times.

2.3. Preparation of BGF

BGF was prepared by self-assembly of BNNSs and GO layers in
the hydro-thermal reduction process. 40mL GO suspension (10mg/
mL) was mixed with a designed amount of BNNSs and then soni-
cated for 2 h to make BNNSs and GO well dispersed and mixed in
the solution. The mixture was sealed in a 100 mL Teflon autoclave
and maintained at 160 �C for 7 h. After the self-assembly and
reduction process, a cylinder-shaped hydrogel could be obtained.
The hydrogel was immersed in deionized water for 48 h to remove
the acid generated in the reduction process. And then the hydrogel
was freeze-dried at �60 �C for 48 h to form a black porous BGF.
BGFs contain 2, 4, 6, 8 unites of BNNSs were noted as B2GF, B4GF,
B6GF and B8GF.

2.4. Preparation of PBGF composites

ε-caprolactam (36 g), 6-aminocaproic acid (4 g) and BGF were
put into a three-neck round-bottom flask (100 mL). Under nitrogen
flow, the mixture was heated to 100 �C for 30 min for the pre-
polymerization and simultaneously removing the adsorbed water.
Then the mixture was further heated to 180 �C under vacuum. At
this stage, BGF was infiltrated and submerged into the melted
polymer precursor. The mixture was maintained 180 �C for 1 h, and
then heated to 250 �C for 5 h. After cooling to room temperature,
the resultant PBGF composites block was washed in boiling
deionized water for 2 h to remove the monomer and the oligomers
with low molecular weight. The washed PBGF composites sample
was dried at 80 �C for 10 h. Finally, the cylinder-shaped PBGF
composites samples were mechanically cut out from the block. For
comparison, the PA6/crushed-BGF composites were prepared by
manually crushing BGF composites. The crushed-BGF and
Fig. 2. TEM image of BN
ε-caprolactam (9.0 g), 6-aminocaproic acid (1.0 g) were used to
synthesis PA6/crushed-BGF composites in the same process as the
PBGF composites.

2.5. Characterization

The morphologies and microstructures of the sample were
investigated by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-6700F,
JEOL, Japan), Transmission electron microscopy (TEM,200CX,
JEOL, Japan), Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR, AVATAR 370, Nicolet,
USA), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, RBD upgraded PHI-
5000CESCA, Perkin Elmer, USA), Raman (INVIA, Renishaw PLC,
UK), and X-ray diffraction (XRD, D/max-2200/PC, Rigaku, Japan).
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Netzsch
STA409PC simultaneous thermal analyzer. The data of TGA was
collected from room temperature to 700 �C with the heating rate of
10 �C$min�1 under a nitrogen atmosphere. The viscosity mea-
surement of PBGF composites dissolved in 85% formic acid with a
concentration of 0.5 g dL�1 was carried out in an Ubbelohde
viscometer at 25 �C. The TC of PG composites was measured by a
Netzsch LFA 447 Nanoflash at 25 �C.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation and characterization of BGF samples

h-BN can be exfoliated to mono- or few-layer 2D nanosheets via
sonication with the help of DMF solvent molecules entering the
lattice of the sheets as reported in previous work [18,27]. As shown
in Fig. 1, BNNSs and GO could be homogeneously dispersed in
water. The mixed solution of BNNSs and GO was light brown and
homogeneous in visual observation and maintained the uniform
dispersion in several days, which ensured BNNSs uniformly
distribute in BGFs. Few-layered BNNSs were clearly identified by
the edges of the BN sheets with a lateral size at 200e400 nm as
shown in the TEM image (Fig. 2a). The XRD pattern (Fig. 3a) of
BNNSs showed a typical curve of a hexagonal crystal, where the
diffraction peaks centered at2q ¼ 27�, 2q ¼ 41.6� and 55.2� were
corresponding to the (002), (100) and (004) reflections of the h-BN
respectively. The (002) peak was strong and sharp which suits the
characteristic of exfoliated BNNSs [28,29].

GO represented layered structure in TEM image as shown in
Fig. 2b. It can be seen that the GO sheets were stacked by 2e5 GO
monolayers and the lateral size was about 1e2 mm. Due to the size
discrepancies between BNNSs and GO sheets, the GO sheets could
be used to load BNNSs in BGFs. The FTIR spectrum of GO (Fig. 3b)
showed the absorption peaks of C]C skeletal vibrations and
NSs (a) and GO (b).



Fig. 3. Characterization of GO, BNNSs, GF, BGF, and PBGF composites. a: XRD patterns with the insets showing the magnification; b: FTIR spectra; c: XPS spectra; d: Raman spectra.
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stretching of oxygenous groups such as alkoxy CeO, epoxy CeO,
OeH (carboxyl) and C]O [7]. XPS analysis (Fig. 3c) of GO also
confirmed the oxidation of GO. The atomic ratio of GO, GF, BGF and
PBGF composites calculated according to XPS test was given in
Table S1. The C/O atomic ratio of GO was 66.1/34.9. The C1s XPS
spectrum of GO (Fig. 4a) was split into four peaks which confirmed
the SP2Ce SP2C (284.7 eV), CeOH (285.7 eV), CeO (287.0 eV) and
C]O (288.6 eV) bonds. The above results confirmed the successful
oxidization of graphite.

After the hydrothermal reduction, it formed a BNNSs/graphene
hydrogel and the turbid solution became clean and transparent
(Fig. 1), indicating the BNNSs were captured by the graphene
network and embedded into the BGF [30]. After freeze-drying, BGF
with light black color and cylindrical shape was obtained. BGFs
with different content of BNNSs were noted as B2GF, B4GF, B6GF
and B8GF.

GF was obtained without BNNSs addition in the hydrothermal
reduction process. The SEM image of GF sample showed that gra-
phene sheets were stacked and connected to form a 3D framework
(Fig. 5a). The pore sizes of GF were ranging from tens to over a
hundred of micrometers and the pore walls consisted of thin layers
of stacked graphene sheets. The pores in GF were interconnected,
which allows it to be easily saturated with the reactants and filled
with polymer chains after polymerization. SEM image of BGF
sample were shown in Fig. 5b and c, BGF remained porous struc-
tures even after doped by 8 units of BNNSs. BNNSs were uniformly
distributed in BGF and attached to the GF. The XRD patterns (Fig. 3a)
GF sample showed a broad peak centered at 2q¼ 24�, implying that
the obtained GF was composed of randomly ordered graphene
sheets with a corrugated structure [31]. For BGF sample, the (002)
peak of BNNSs at 2q ¼ 27� was not zygomorphic. It is because that
the weak peak of randomly ordered graphene sheets was covered
by the strong (002) peak of BNNSs and uplifted the curve at
2q ¼ 24�. The strong diffraction peaks of BNNSs indicated that
BNNSs existed in the GF. BGFs containing different amount of
BNNSs gave similar XRD curves (Fig. S1). The FTIR spectrum of GF
sample (Fig. 3b) showed that the peaks corresponding to the oxy-
genous groups were decreased compare with GO sample. This in-
dicates that oxygenous groups were partly removed after the
hydro-thermal reduction. Moreover, compared with GF, the FTIR
spectrum of BGF sample had two new peaks at 816 and 1379 cm�1,
which were caused by the BeNeB out-of-plane bending vibration
and the in-plane BeN transverse optical modes [29] evidenced the
assembly of BNNSs. The XPS spectra of GF were shown in (Fig. 3c).
The O1s peak of GF significantly decreased compared with GO
samples. The O atomic ratio reduced from 33.9% of GO to 16.4% of
GF. On the other hand, the C/O atomic ratio of BGF (81.3/18.7) was
similar to GF (83.6/16.4), which indicated GO was reduced in the
hydrothermal reduction and the reduction degree of GO sheets in
BGF samples was similar to that of GF samples. Moreover, the C1s
XPS spectra of GF and BGF (Fig. 4b and c) showed that the peaks of
CeO groups (287.0 eV) in GF and BGF were decreased rather than
disappeared, indicating the oxygenous groups were partly pre-
served in the procedure of hydrothermal reduction. These residual



Fig. 4. C1s spectra of GO (a), GF (b), B4GF (c), and PB4GF composites (d).

Fig. 5. SEM image of GF(a), BGF(b) and (c) and PBGF composites(d) (The inset show the magnification). The BNNSs in BGF is pointed by the black arrow.
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groups were the react points for the following in-situ polymeriza-
tion of PBGF composites. The O1s XPS spectra (Fig. S2) of GF and BGF
also confirmed the preservation of oxygenous groups on the gra-
phene sheets.

The Raman spectrum of GO, GF, BGF and PBGF composites were
shown in Fig. 3d. GO represents two typical bands indexed at ~1353
and ~1597 cm�1, which are attributed to the well-documented D
and G bands of GO [32]. After the hydrothermal reduction, GF and
BGF showed similar peak position of D and G bands with GO, as
reported in previous work [33,34]. However, the I (D/G) of GF (1.12)
and BGF (1.09) were slightly higher than GO (0.98). This might be
due to the defects formed in the high-temperature hydro-thermal
reduction.

3.2. Structure and characterization of PBGF composites

The PBGF composites were obtained by the in-situ “grafting to”
strategy as reported in our previous work [7,35,36]. As shown in
Fig. 1, at high temperature, ε-caprolactam was initiated by 6-
aminocaproic acid to conduct the ring-opening polymerization.
With the consumption of ε-caprolactam monomers, the PA6 chains
gradually propagated. The active PA6 chains moved into the pores
of 3D framework, and at the same time, were immobilized onto the
GO sheets by the condensation reaction between the active amino
groups at PA6-chain terminals and the aforementioned residual
carboxyl acid groups on GO sheets. Following the continuous
propagation of PA6 chains, the viscosity of the mixture increased
synchronously. And the PBGF composites were obtained.

The viscosity-average molecular weight (Mh) of PBGF compos-
ites and neat PA 6 was measured by Ubbelohde viscometer (see
details in Supporting Information). The Mh of neat PA6 was calcu-
lated at about 30.2�103 g/mol and the Mh of grafting PA6 chains in
PBGF composites slightly decreased to 21.5± 2.0�103 g/mol
(Fig. S3). The Mh of PBGF composites was slightly decreased
compare with neat PA6, this is due to polymerization of PBGF
composites was in limited space. And similar phenomenawere also
found in previous work [3,7].

The morphology of the PBGF composites was observed by SEM
analysis (see Fig. 5d). BGF has been completely infiltrated with PA.
The curved graphene sheets attached on PA6 block due to the
condensation reaction between the remaining oxygenous groups
on graphene and the active amino groups at PA6-chain terminals.
The XRD pattern of PBGF composites was given in Fig. 3a. The
Fig. 6. (a) TC of PBGF composites and PA6/crushed-BGF composites. (b) Co
diffraction peaks at 2q ¼ 20� and 24� were corresponding to (200)
and (002,202) reflections of a-form PA6 crystal. The diffraction
peaks at 2q ¼ 27�, 42� and 56� were corresponding to (002), (100)
and (004) reflections of BNNSs respectively. The XRD result evi-
denced that BNNSs remained their crystal structure in the PBGF
composites after the polymerization process.

In the FTIR curves of PBGF composites (Fig. 3b), the character-
istic peaks of amide (eC(O)NHe) stretching vibration at 1541 and
1639 cm�1 indicated the presence of the amide bond formed by the
reaction between GO and PA6 chains. Additionally, methylene
(eCH2e) stretching vibration at 2933 and 2862 cm�1 was also from
the pendant PA6 chains [7]. Moreover, comparedwith neat PA6, the
FTIR spectrum of PBGF composites had characteristic peaks of
BNNSs centered ~816 and ~1379 cm�1, which confirmed BNNSs
were remained in PBGF composites. The XPS spectra (Fig. 3c) of
PBGF composites showed that the C1s and N1s peak increased after
the polymerization. The C/O/N/B atomic ratio of PBGF composite
was 57.2/9.4/20.7/12.7. Compare to B atomic content, the additional
N atomic content came from amino groups in PA6. The C1s spectra
of PBGF composites (Fig. 4d) were split into four peaks [37]. In
contrast to the C1s spectra of BGF (Fig. 4c), the additional peak of
SP3C-SP3C (285.4 eV), C]O and CeN (287.6eV) bonds in PBGF
composites belongs to carbon chains and amide bonds in PA6. The
peak of SP2C-SP2C (284.5 eV) belongs to graphene, indicated the
graphene was preserved in PBGF composites. These above results
demonstrated that BNNSs were successfully introduced to BGFs
and PBGF composites and BGF was preserved in the PBGF
composites.

3.3. Thermal conductivity of PBGF composites

Fig. 6 displayed the TC of PBGF composites with varied BNNSs
content by “through plane” method with a Netzsch LFA 447
Nanoflash at 25 �C (see Surpporting Information). The TC increased
from 0.196 W$m�1$K�1 of neat PA6 to 0.475 W$m�1$K�1 of PGF
with 6.8 wt% GF loading. This TC improvement originated from the
thermal conductive path of 3D GF and favorable grafting between
PA6 chains and GF in in-situ polymerization [38,39]. With the in-
crease of BNNSs content, as shown in Fig. 6a, TC of the composites
increased consistently. TC of PB8GF composites reached up to
0.891W$m�1$K�1, improved by 87.6% compared to PGF and 350% to
neat PA6. It can be found from Table S2 that the BNNSs had more
efficient synergistic effect with GF than other inorganic fillers on
mparisons on the TC enhancement efficiency of BNNSs to composites.
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the improvement of the TC of polymeric composites. For example,
the TC of PA66 composites with 20 wt% SiCNO-BN loading is
0.424W$m�1$K�1 [15]; the TC of PPS composites with 2.0 wt% CNT
and 10 wt% BN loading is 0.58 W$m�1$K�1 [40]. TC enhancement
efficiency of BNNSs to composites is characterized by TC
enhancement per 1 wt% loading (h), which is defined as

h ¼ TC � TC0
100 W TC0

� 100%

where, TC and TC0 are the thermal conductivities of the composites
with BNNSs loading and matrix without BNNSs loading, respec-
tively; W is the weight loading of BNNSs in composites. Fig. 6b gave
the h as a function of BNNSs loading for polymer composites. One
can see that the h in this work is the highest value among the
previous researches focused on the thermal conductive composites
based on thermoplastic polymer matrixes, to the best of our
knowledge. Compared with previous investigations about BN-
based polymeric composites, similar TC value often required
higher wt% filler content, generally ten times than the present work
(Fig. S4) [15e18,40,41].

In the present work, we proposed that the TC of composites
were improved due to the synergistic properties between BNNSs
and graphene sheets in a hybrid 3D framework and the simulation
schematic was shown in Fig. 7. Compare to the traditional using
hybrid thermal conductive filler, this hybrid 3D network provided
the following advantages. First, the aligned BNNSs provides addi-
tional thermal conductive path. As shown schematically in Fig. 7,
BNNSs arranged to be a 3D thermal conductive path by using the 3D
GF as a template. The arrangement of thermal conductive filler into
a multidimensional thermally conductive path was also reported in
previous works [21,42e44]. To further prove the significance of
Fig. 7. Simulation schematic of the therma
preserving 3D framework for the TC, PA6/crushed-BGF composites
samples were prepared using crushed BGFs. SEM image of the PA6/
crushed-BGF composite (surface eroded by formic acid) was shown
in (Fig. 8a). One can see that BGF was broken up into small pieces,
the continuous 3D BGF no more existed.

Compare with PBGF composites, the TC of PA6/crushed-BGF
composites reduces along with the BNNSs content (see Fig. 6a).
The TC of PGF composites reduced 27% from 0.48 W$m�1$K�1 to
0.35 W$m�1$K�1 of PA6/crushed-GF composites due to the
destruction of GF. The TC of PB8GF composites reduced as high as
52% from 0.89 W$m�1$K�1 to 0.43 W$m�1$K�1 of PA6/crushed-
B8GF composites. The greater reduction was caused by the 3D
BNNSs thermal conductive path was destroyed in PA6/crushed-
B8GF composites. The results reveal that both graphene and
BNNSs formed a thermal conductive path in the PBGF composites.
To further investigate the morphology of the 3D network in PBGF
composites, the PBGF composites were washed by formic acid (see
details in supporting information) to remove the free PA6 chains.
BGFwas regained (marked as regained BGF) with the original shape
and size after washed. The SEM image in Fig. 8b also showed that
the 3D framework was completely preserved and graphene sheets
were covered with PA6 chains. This confirmed that polymer chains
did be grafted onto graphene sheets. The favorable grafting
enhanced the interfacial interaction between the graphene sheets
and the PA6 matrix.

Another possible positive factor for the TC of PBGF composites is
that BNNSs could patch up the defects of graphene sheets. Heat
flow in BGF was shown in Fig. 7. Heat flows more freely where
BNNSs filled the gap on graphene sheets. BGF and PBGF composites
were subjected to EDS analysis to validate BNNSs were assembled
in BGF. The EDS pattern of BGF and PBGF composites in Fig. 8c and
l conductive path in PBGF composites.



Fig. 8. SEM image of PA6/crushed-BGF composites (a) and regained BGF (b). EDS pattern of BGF (c) and PBGF composites (d).
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d showed that B and N atoms were well-dispersed throughout BGF
and PBGF composites. It shows that BNNSs were well-dispersed in
BGF and maintained in PBGF composites by embedding onto gra-
phene sheets. To further investigate the interaction between BNNSs
and graphene sheets, the graphene hydrogel was used to absorb
BNNSs. Graphene hydrogel and BNNSs were sealed in a 100 mL
Teflon autoclave and maintained at 160 �C for 7 h. After the
absorbing test, the solution was turbid (Fig. S5) and BNNSs cannot
be physical absorbed by graphene hydrogel in a 160 �C sealed
environment. This indicated that the embedded BNNSs in BGFs
were not physically absorbed by graphene hydrogel. The bonding
mechanism of BNNSs and graphene sheets might be the conden-
sation reaction between functional groups generated in the solu-
tion exfoliation on BNNSs [45,46] and oxygenous groups on the GO
sheets, as shown in Fig. S6. Moreover, the interaction between
BNNSs and graphene sheets may be in favour of the phonon
coupling of BGF. It was put forward that graphene sheets are very
sensitive to their substrates and neighboring materials [47]. The
rippling effect of graphene sheets may be suppressed by BNNSs was
discussed in previous work [48e50]. It was confirmed by the
experimental result that the change of the vibrationmode of the 3D
network caused to raise transfer efficiency of phonon [47,50].
4. Conclusion

In the present work, we prepared a hybrid 3D framework as
thermal conductive filler in polymeric composites. We demon-
strated the synergistic effect of BNNSs and graphene in the thermal
conductive. An additional introduction of 1.6 wt% BNNSs could in-
crease the TC up to 87.6% and 350% higher comparing with the
composites containing 6.8 wt% graphene and neat PA6. The syn-
ergistic originated from the 3D hybrid framework: (1) BNNSs ar-
ranged to be a 3D thermal conductive path by using the 3D GF as a
template; (2) BNNSs could patch up the defects of graphene sheets.
The strategy of grafting PA6 chains to 3D hybrid framework made
the layer filler dispersed uniformly without surface modification
and improved the compatibility between filler and matrix. Finally,
The TC of PA6 composite was improved efficiently due to the syn-
ergistic effect between BNNSs and graphene. Our work provides a
new insight into the fabrication of composites with high perfor-
mance for versatile applications in electronic device, high-
temperature dielectric and energy store.
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